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In 1993 the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) released 
the first report on the National Adult Literacy Survey (NALS) of 1992. 
In the report, the developers assigned adults to five different literacy 
levels - 1 (low) through 5 (high). To qualify to be at a given level, an 
adult had to have an 80 percent (p=.80) chance of being able to 
perform the average task at the given level. Following this decision 
rule, some 20 percent of adults were placed in Level 1, while 27 
percent were placed in Level 2 (prose scale). This led to the quote in 
many newspapers that - "half of America's adults are functionally 
illiterate!"  a sentiment apparently confirming earlier expressed views 
of a high official in Japan that defamed the skills of the American labor 
force.  

In the NALS scales, adults with skills of 200 were assigned to Level 1, 
because they could do 80% of the average tasks at that level, 
however, they could also actually do 45% of the tasks at Level 2, 25% 
of those at Level 3, and even 15% (one in six) of those in Level 5. 
Adults with scores of 250 were assigned to Level 2, and it was implied 
that they could not perform more difficult tasks, even though they 
could do half (50%) of the tasks at Level 3, and one in five (20%) of 
the tasks at Level 5, the highest level of difficulty. But by being called 
Level 2 adults, all competence above that Level was (at least 
implicitly) denied to them by reporters and policymakers.  

An interesting and somewhat puzzling finding of the NALS was that 
most adults in Levels 1 and 2 reported that they could read and write 
English "well" or "very well." That is, contrary to what the test 
developers concluded based on the literacy tests, the adults who were 
called poorly literate did not think that their literacy skills were very 
poor.  



NALS Validity Challenged in New NCES Technical Report  

Now, almost a decade after the publication of the first NALS report, a 
final technical report on the NALS has been published by NCES 
entitled: Technical Report and Data File User’s Manual for the 1992 
National Adult Literacy Survey, NCES 2001-457, January 2001. It is a 
huge report with some 15 chapters and 18 appendices covering more 
than 500 pages of mostly detailed technical data. It is not comfortable 
reading.  

Still, an astonishing discovery is made after prodding through some 13 
chapters of technical information on the NALS. And that discovery is 
Chapter 14. After some 347 pages of information about the NALS, its 
theoretical foundation, construction, administration, and 
interpretation, Chapter 14, written by Andrew Kolstad, the original 
project director for the NALS at NCES, systematically undermines the 
entire test and questions its construct validity, that is, the question of 
just what it is that the test measures, its standards validity, that is, 
the validity of the 80 percent probability standard that was used to 
assign people to the five literacy levels, and the use validity, that is, 
the validity of the NALS for accurately identifying adults at risk for 
poor literacy skills.  

Regarding the construct validity of the NALS, Chapter 14 reports that 
one of the major predictors of success on the NALS, "plausibility of 
distractors," was statistically significant when the 80 percent 
probability level of success was used, but when lower success rates 
were used to scale the test items, that variable became non-
significant, while a "readability" variable which was not significant at 
the 80 percent probability level became a significant predictor of 
performance on the tests (p. 360). Thus, the theoretical components 
describing what the tests measure changed, not as a function of the 
nature of the test items, but as a function of the change in response 
probabilities used to scale the items for difficulty. This challenges the 
theoretical construct of just what it is that the NALS measures.  

Regarding the standards validity, Chapter 14 provides extensive 
analyses showing the results of using a variety of different response 
probabilities (RP) from the 80 percent standard used on the NALS on 
the likelihood of saying that adults can’t do various literacy tasks when 
in fact they can (false negatives), or saying that they can do literacy 
tasks when in fact they can’t (false positives). In a conclusion that 
challenges the accuracy and hence the validity of the 80 percent 
standard used by the NALS, Chapter 14 concludes that the RP that 



produces the least errors in saying people can’t or can perform literacy 
tasks is an RP of .50. The chapter states, " The value of a 50 percent 
response probability is that it strikes an even balance between false 
positives and false negatives. With this criterion, one can have the 
same degree of confidence in statements about what adults can’t do as 
in statements about what adults can do. Mapping items in this way 
both provides a balance between false positives and false negative 
claims about adult performance and minimizes the total 
misclassification error." (p. 369) In short, one of the reasons why 
adults who were classified as poorly literate and placed in levels 1 or 2 
of the NALS when they thought they were fairly literate was that they 
were likely classified incorrectly by the use of the 80 percent RP 
standard. They could actually perform many tasks that the NALS 
developers said they could not.  

Finally, regarding the use validity of the NALS, Chapter 14 states that 
"Many users of adult literacy survey findings want to focus on the lack 
of facility with printed and written material and to report on what 
adults can’t do. To be sure that adults are unable to perform the 
literacy tasks, survey analysts might need to use a correspondingly 
low response probability criterion, such as 20 percent. Such a criterion 
would assure that adults who do not reach these levels of consistency 
in their responses have a very low chance of success with the tasks." 
(p. 368) Using an RP of .20 and keeping the same cut points for the 
five levels of literacy would reduce the percentage of adults declared 
poorly literate and assigned to literacy level 1 on the prose scale from 
20 percent to 5 percent and from level 2 the change would be from 27 
percent to 5 percent. Thus, using the .20 RP, only some 10 percent of 
adults would have been declared as poorly literate. Using the .50 RP 
would reduce the percentages of adults below level 3 from 47 to 22 
percent, less than half that reported by the NALS developers using the 
RP .80 standard of performance. All this challenges the use validity of 
the NALS data as reported, which had the negative consequences of 
the defaming of America’s labor force by both U.S. newspapers and 
foreign governments.  



There Needs to Be a National Debate on the Literacy Standards 
That Adults Should Meet  

Question: How many functionally illiterate adults are there in the 
United States?  
Wag's Answer: As many as you would like!  

This new technical report by NCES calls into question the entire 
validity and hence the meaning of the NALS (and other tests and 
studies based on the NALS methodology, such as the International 
Adult Literacy Survey). That this major assessment can throw little 
light on how many adults are at risk for their literacy skills should 
command a major dialogue and investigation into national adult 
literacy assessments. This dialogue should happen before another 10 
to 15 million dollars are spent in a follow-up survey that may be 
equally invalid and lead to further defamatory practices by reporters or 
government officials here and abroad. 
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